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SOURCES
Thank you to each of my sources for collaborating with me on this project, for sharing
your vision, and trusting me with your image.

Kristiana Báez, educator, firebrand, chingona; PhD student, Rhetoric, Culture, &
Engagement, U. of Iowa

Mymost radical imagination means that we are about all migrants, not just children or
families or the ones we deem deserving of citizenship. We need to protect queer, trans,
and disabled migrants. I want a world where people can move freely without fear of
imprisonment, violence, or enslavement. No cages, no prisons. I imagine freedom of
movement and freedom of migration, and not in a manifest destiny kind of way.
There is too much separation between conversations about immigration and prison abol-
ition. How can we be anti-detention without also being anti-prison, anti-colonization?
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Justin Farmer, activist, elected official; council member, Hamden, CT; www.justinforct.
com

What if our government were run by movement politicians and community leaders?
People like Fanny Lou Hamer, Shirley Chisolm, John Lewis, Ilhan Omar, Jumaane Wil-
liams, Jahana Hayes? If elected officials were organizers within the community rather
than predominantly privileged and independently wealthy people? Humble servants,
not entitled leaders. If the system were fundamentally transformed to put people and
communities first?
Dr. Ann Fink, neuroscientist, educator, artist; professor of practice, Lehigh University;
aef318@lehigh.edu

In my vision for the biomedical sciences, we look different and we look differently.
We’ve left behind the illusion that biological science and medicine are beholden to a
Western, patriarchal lineage. We’re no longer talking about boring, false dichotomies
like “nature” and “nurture.” We’re not dividing the world into two halves at all, really.
We’re not doing reason versus emotion, or logic versus creativity, or competence
versus compassion. We are able to love the order within the biology that holds us
together and we are equally able to love the absolute mess, the mish-mash of our biologi-
cal shapes with the social vagueness of “who we are” in health and in illness.
Thea Monyeé, artist, healer, Oya; founder of MarleyAyo and The Blacker the Brain; host
of Shaping the Shift podcast; www.theamonyee.com

What if schools were different? If teachers said to each student, “What are your gifts? I
can’t wait to find out what they are. Let’s nourish them so you can become your fullest
expression of self”?
Dr. Sami Schalk, scholar, teacher, pleasure activist; associate professor, University of
Wisconsin–Madison; www.samischalk.com

What if we built relationships based on mutual needs and wants, that we claimed and
recognized all kinds of relationships as valid, not just those based on blood, legality, or
monogamous romance and marriage? This means building kinship networks based on
our love and respect for people first—intimate friendships. It means with valuable
roles in communities for queer aunties, elders, people who are single by choice, those
with and without children.
Pascale IfeWilliams, cultural organizer, space creator/disruptor, future ancestor; full-
time visiting artist, School of the Art Institute of Chicago; pwilliams8@saic.edu

This collective mothering is a kind of queer mothering. Most of the children I mother
have parents who have parented alone at some point. These are intentional conversations
to create mothering pods, and we also support each other as adults. There is abundance,
and we can be fully present to the fears and challenges in parenting and mothering.
Kamari is technically an only child, but he has other siblings.
Kamari Williams, moon child, artist, builder

The other people who mother me feed me and keep me safe like I’m their own child.
It’s a special connection. If more people had this, they would feel stronger, more
confident talking, and have more energy.
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